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Abstract

MODIS¹ is a free speech and audio motif discovery software developed at IRISA Rennes. Motif discovery is the task of discovering and collecting occurrences of repeating patterns in the absence of prior knowledge, or training material. MODIS is based on a generic approach to mine repeating audio sequences, with tolerance to motif variability. The algorithm implementation allows to process large audio streams at a reasonable speed where motif discovery often requires huge amount of time.

Index Terms: word discovery software, pattern matching, unsupervised learning, dynamic programming

1. Introduction

The task that consists in mining useful information from audio data grew significantly these past years given the expansion and the velocity of digital media creation and diffusion. Recent work have already studied the motif discovery problem. A pioneering work in word discovery is presented in [1] and an algorithm is proposed in [2] to automatically extract repeating patterns in multimedia stream. We have developed a generic approach, introduced in [3] and [4], to mine repeating audio sequences, with tolerance to motif variability.

The open source software MODIS is based on this algorithm from which several implementation improvements have been achieved in order to speed-it up. We first present the software and then discuss current and possible application as well as future work.

2. General overview of MODIS

The general input/output system of MODIS is presented in Figure 1. The software only requires an audio features file input. The feature type choice depends on the targeted task. In particular, the software can handle for example classic mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) and posteriorgrams.

The result of the motif discovery process is a library of motifs. Each motif is a set of occurrences, each occurrence being represented by a starting and an ending point relative to its location in the input stream. Motifs properties like their identity and their number are unknown as well as the number of occurrences, their length and their locations.

MODIS is developed in C. It has been used under Linux and has never been compiled under other operating systems. As shown on Figure 1, MODIS requires the SPRO library installed on the system. It is an open source library widely used to handle audio feature buffers. OpenCV² that provides useful image-video processing tools and Audioseg³ that provides silence segmentation, are optional libraries.

3. Algorithm

A summary of the global internal architecture is shown in Figure 2. The process is based on a general framework called seeded discovery. This technique comes from the ARGOS segmentation framework proposed in [2]. After a fixed length fragment of a motif is found, the final occurrences are grown through a match extension procedure. Motifs discovered are stored and a library of motifs is incrementally built. Instead of looking for a seed match in the entire stream, similarities are searched in this library at first, permitting long term occurrences. The search for local similarities between the seed block and a buffer is performed using variations of the popular dynamic time warping (DTW) procedure. The technique used is called “segmental locally normalized dynamic time warping” (SLNDTW). It aims at detecting local alignments relaxing the boundary constraint of the classical algorithm since starting points of potential matches are unknown.

In order to improve the robustness to the variability of speech patterns, a template matching technique based on the comparison of self-similarity matrices (SSM) is used on speech sequences. This technique allows confirming or invalidating the similarity between speech patterns complementary to a DTW-based matching and thus provides for speech related task, a speaker independent system. This technique has shown some benefits although it requires more computation time.

Among other optional features, two main parameters of the audio motif search are left to be defined by the user:

- The length of the seed and the near-future buffer in which the search is performed into can be modifiable. The length of the seed has to be set with respect to the expected size of the output motifs. The computation time generally grows with the buffer sizes.
- The threshold used for the similarity detection corresponds to the value below which two sequences are considered
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similar. Changing this value affects precision and recall scores.

4. Enhanced implementation

The algorithm is implemented in a modular way, so that the functions, specific for one task, can be replaced or completed for potential future developments like other form of DTW for instance. It also permits to identify its critical stages that make the motif discovery a time-consuming task, and therefore optimize the code. Some functions are set in macro type, and allocation memory management is improved. However, self-similarity matrices use a lot of pre-written functions from OpenCV and so are difficult to optimize. Some additional functionalities are implemented to improve the software performance such as the down-sampling of the input sequence. The processing of a low-resolution representation of the input stream enables to save a huge amount of computation time. The use of this approximate technique is extremely advantageous to discover patterns with a low variability like near duplicates.

Experiments done in [3] are used as a baseline to compare results of the algorithm before and after the final implementation. Those comparisons show significant benefit in terms of execution time without affecting performances. The best improvement is obtained for French phone posteriorgram with SSM calculation whose time fall from more than 26 hours to 8 hours.

5. Applications

Multimedia contents keep evolving and diversifying in the way public can access to it. Despite this diversity, content redundancy seems to be an inherent feature of multimedia, partly as a consequence of practical and accessible production techniques. In audio, it is widely present at different scales and for different type of sounds, for instance chorus in songs, spoken keywords, or jingles in radio or TV on a one day scale.

As far as audio is present in almost every multimedia data, it opens a large scope of potential application to MODIS. Currently, it is employed for near duplicate discovery in radio stream, TV show structuring, e.g. [5], or old movies and series remastering. Other applications can be considered such as multiple spoken-document summarization, e.g. [6], topic clustering by keywords extraction, e.g. [7], or source separation informed by redundancy, e.g. [8]. More innovative applications can be imagined such as data compression, compression as suggested in [9], or audio source localization, both informed by redundancy.

6. Conclusions and future work

This paper presents the MODIS open source software. An efficient implementation addresses the issue of computation time, and an adjustable framework allows to discover any kind of audio motif. It also permits to the scientific community to contribute to its different modules, various applications are thus targeted. The software is downloadable on https://gforge.inria.fr/projects/motifdiscovery/

In a new project, we plan to increase the variety of possible distortions to better detect high variability motif. In this way, we expect MODIS to handle more sophisticated contents produced by successive mixing process, such as movies. Targeted motifs will be then sound effects, ambiance or musical leitmotifs. Another track to examine is to modify the similarity detection stage of the algorithm with indexing techniques such as in [10].
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